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'Drag Show' •• Gays rally to aid injured friend
r· II,

By MARK PAXTON
audience, men dressed as women perform
Staff Writer
to popular music.
On .Hage is "1he Queen of the Disco," mime
,,Adrian Lamollt. Dressed in aslinky long- But this night was different. It wasn't
tiered tunic with spaghetti straps and
ha/10011 pants, all made of black qiana. she
pause.1 to take an extended sip from her
drinJ. he/ore breaking into her next number.
1he first strains of the upbeat hit "Turn the
Beat Around" pour through the two huge
a111plifier.1 on each side of the stage.
Her elahorate~r choreographed dance and
mimt• excite the crowd to afrenzy. Memb6rs
of the audience ·sJJeut "Tear 'em up!" and
"Oh, woman!" as ~e steps from the stage.
Struuing down the aisle, hands rhythmically
clapping above her head. exhorting the
audience to join 1n her expressive drama, it
hecomes clear that her deceptive simulated
.\1-,1ging i.1 not 1he only illusion surrounding
her perfi,rmance.
Adnan Lamont is aman.
Whcther called an art form, drag show or
female impersonation, it still goes on every
Sunday night at the Driftwood Nightclub,
one of two "gay bars" in Huntington. For a
cut from the door and tips from the

Sunday, nor were the 15 "drag queens"
performing for monetary gain. Four days
earlier, acolleague of theirs, another queen,
had been plucked from a downtown
sidewalk and beaten by three men.
As acquaintances of the victim relate the
story, the young man was walking along a
downtown street in "straight" clothes, when
acar pulled along side him. What happened
between then and the time he was dumped in
his parent's yard is unclear. But as one
person put it," Either he was beaten up where
they picked him up or they took him
someplace else. And either they ran over his
leg with the car or merely broke it with brute
force."
The three men have not been captured,
and the victim is in the intensive care unit of a
local hospital. As ashow of support for their
friend and ademonstration of gay unity, a
group arranged to conduct abenefit performance with all proceeds to be donated to
their hospitalized associate.
As the master of ceremonies for the show

said at the beginning of the performance,
"We're not here to mourn. The idea is to
have a good time and donate to a good
cause."
According to Vernon Bartram, bartender
at the ciub and president of the Huntington
Coalition for Human Rights, more than
iJOO was raised that night. "For at~o-day
organizing campaign, it wasn't bad."
Aslightly built young man waits in the
.:heck-out line at alocal grocery store.
Behind him are two girls.
"Is that awoman?" one whispers to the
other.
"No, it's aman." she replies.
"No it isn't. It's awoman."
"Naw, it's aman." As they argue, the line
moves forward. Finally. as the young man
pays for his purchase, one ofthe girls finally
asks him.
"Are you awoman?"
"Sometimes." He walks away.
What makes a man want to dress in
women's clothes and perform on stage?
"It's not because Iwant to be awoman,"
explained Lee (a ficticious name), as he

waited for the show to begin. 'It's entertaining."
Bartram said he feels there are three major
reasons why men become female impersonators.
"Tlie primary reason is financial," he said.
"There have been people who made up to
$200 in one nig,ht.
"Second is artistic reasons. Female
impersonation is an art form throughout the
country. It's anational institution in the gay
community." Proponents cite historical
precedents for performing in drag, saying
early Greek and Shakespearian theater
female roles were always portrayed by men.
"We aren't starting something new and
immoral," Bartram said.
"The third reasoo is they like it," he
continued, "which is aqualification for a
number of things.
Contrary to what many people believe,
most female impersonators do not "crossdress," or wear women's clothes when they
are not on stage, Bartram said. "Most of
these professional or semi-professional
people don't cross-dress at home. And they
do feel like they're being professional."

Lee: emphasized the theater-like aspect of
female impersonation, pointing out that
even performer's choice of flashy outfits is
influenced by the fact that he is aperformer.
"They're all show clothes, entertaining
clothes. You don't see a Broadway show
performed in blue jeans and flannel shirts."
Even though female impersonation has
been traditionally associated with the sexual
aspect of the gay community, Bartram said
sex does not play arole in the popularity of
drag. "There is nothing sexual about drag,"
he said. "I think drag is the least genital thing
Ican think of."
Despite what some people believe, not all
gays participate in or even enjoy drag shows.
However, those who do are not ashamed of
their pastime. Several bring their par~nts to
the shows, and on at least one occaision, one
queen brought his entire family.
"Boy. I had no idea this place was so
friend~1•." the reporter comments to his
friend.
"That's why Ihate to go to astraight bar,"
the friend replies. "They're so boring. No
one sits and talks.
(Continued on Page 2)
~
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BQard finds Lyons guilty
in case's second hearing
All's Jair' on campus

l'hoto by TIM DAILi:¥

That's not acircus hidden under the green and white
tent in front of Old Main.
It's the Homecoming '77 arts and craft fair, which
continues today and Friday.
Displays include prints, drawings, ceramics,
porcelain jewelry, pastries and paintings.
Mary Thompson, Huntington junior, said, "I plan
on selling a few things, but students don't have the

money to buy paintings."
Kay Fricke, staff librarian, is displaying mix and
match jewelry. "There has been asteady stream of
'people come in today," she said," and sales are looking
up."
William B. Sharp, a75-year-old Marshall student, is
displaying paintings of U.S. presidents, and plantation
and nature scenes.

Cold
again.
••
Severe winter no longer 'threat' to MU
•

By JULIE SCHULTE
Reporter
Huntington·s long-range weather forecast
for the winter of '77· Colder than normal.
What does the forecast mean for
Marshall's students this winter?
Both Marshall and Columbia Gas officials
say Marshall should have no problems like
those which caused last year's two-week
shutdown.
The closing last year was sudden, with
President Robert B. Hayes announcing Jan.
28 that MU would close the next day
through Feb. 14.
According to Karl Egnatoff. vice presi-

dent of administration, the chances are small
that Ma rshall will close again this winter.
"If this winter 1s less severe or as seven·. we
will probably have no problems because we
are more prepared than last year and we are
conserving more," Egnatoff said.
Last year the university did not cut back
enough on energy consumption. Egnatoff
said. This year energy is being saved on
cutting back during the semester break.
which was not done last yea~.
1:gnatoff also said some buildings now
could convert to asecond fuel source, mainly
electricity. Gas 1s used in half the buildings
at Ma rs hall and electricity in the others.

Charlie Wethington. a Columbia Gas
official, said he foresees no fuel problems at
Marshall this year. He says MU is well
organized and the school is conserving well.
The allocation for this winter is the same as
last year's. he said.
Have you been wondering why the
temperature fluctuates in Smith Hall so
much during the winter?
Ihe reason: the balance system is no
longer heing used. In the balance system, the
air conditioning system 1s used if aroom gets
too hot from the heating sytem. Due to what
1:gnatoff s:i1d he considers afurther waste of
energy. the system is not being used
anymore.

Student Senate members should set
rcahsttc goals and make acommitment to
achieve those goals. said Dr. Richard G.
Fisher. vice president of student affiars. in an
informal discussion following Tuesday's
regularly scheduled senate meeting.
Fisher said the senate often sets goals
beyond its scope of authority and needs to
"do something concrete to find out what it
can do right." Fisher recommended the
senate continue its current committee
arrangement and form a"very competent
research and idea base" to achieve obtainable goals.
The MU administration has felt student
government wasn't serious, he added. But he
said, "Students have more impact and
influence than they think."
Acommitment beyond Tuesday night is
needed in order to assure the success of

senate as a lcgislat1vc body. Fisher said.
Strateg) and 1mplcmentat1on arc the keys to
setting up programs that will improve
students' educational life. In actwn during
the senate meeting. a hill was passed
recommending the senate president he
responsible for updating by-laws at the end
of each session.
In addition. two bills concerning rcimhursmcnt of$200 to the American Red Cross
for its contribution to flood victims of
southern West Virginia were tahled indefimtcly. Senate President Ward
Harshbarger, Dunbar graduate student, said
there was little possibility the bills would
ever be ratified.
Student Body President Rick Ramell.
Cross Lanes junior. submitted the name of
Carl Frisch. Charleston junior. to be director
of MU's new Consumer Aid Bureau. Frisch.

current!) an off-campus senator. said he
\H1uld resign his senate position if he is
an:cptcd lor the consumer aid post.
Ramcll also suhm1ttcd to the Senate
namcs of ,tudcnts to act or. standing faculty
comm1ttccs. Pat Jones, Huntington senior:
Da,id Wh1tc, Hamlin junior: Denise
Ycarcgo. Parl,.crshurg scn10r. and Louis
Molina. Huntington junior. were
recommended for the Student Conduct and
Wcllarc Committee. The name of Dave
Helmer. !\I 1tro senior. was submitted to act
on the Athletic Committee. and Donna
Horton. Huntington senior. for the Commencement and Honorary Degree Committee.
In other action. the senate accepted the
resignations of senators Carol McMullen,
Huntington junior. and Anita Moore,
Bccl,.lcy junior.

Fisher says senate needs goals

By PIA CUMMINGS
Staff Writer
Charles Lyons, convicted last spring
semester on charges of damaging university
property and pulling afire alarm, was found
guilty once again as the MU Judicial Board
rec~mmended a suspension from school
until the fall semester of '78
The second Lyons' heanng was on appeal
as approved by the Board of Regents this
past summer. Lyons was not represented at
·the first hearing and appealed on that basis.
"I've appealed this thing and been shot
down again. so what the heir?'' Lyons stated
immediately after the Judicial Board
delivered its decision.
Lyons' lawyer, Terry Jordan of McIntyre
and Jordan, Charleston, said the hearing
was fair and within the bounds of due
process.
"We received afair hearing, and whether
we appeal again or not depends on what the
punishment the· university decides upon
turns out to be," he said."If the punishment
is greater than tonight's recommendation,
then you can bet we'll appeal."
In his first hearing before the Judicial
Board Feb. 25, Lyons was found guilty of
both charges. (The Judicial Board is a
discipline board composed of two students
and one faculty member.)

Seats
limited
for students

Only Marshall students and their guests
will be admitted to the student section of
Fairfield Stadium effective this Saturday.
The new policy, reviewed by student
government leaders and the Office of
Student Affairs, is designed to reserve
student section seats for student use only.
allowing more Marshall students to attend
games.
According to Joe Woodrum, athletic
department ticket manager. his office has
n:cc1vcJ complaints from Student Body
President Rick Ramell. Cross Lanes semor,
of inadc4uate seating for students at games.
Marshall students with an ID and activity
card will he admitted to the stadium at gates
t and I-. Marshall students may purchase a
guest pass for non-Marshall students at the
Ciulhd..son Hall ticket office from 9a.m.4:30 p111. Monday through Friday. at the
\\Cst side stadium ticket olf1cc Saturday
lro111 9a.m.-noon. and at the cast side ticket
0111cc alter noon Saturday. The guest pass
costs $2.
Persons ,1ttcnd1ng the game arc reminded
that all I.ms against consumption of
.1lcohohc hc,cragcs "'1111111 the stadium will
hc cnlorccd

Lyons·pleaded innocent to kicking the
water fountain. However, he admitted
puliing the fire alarm only to show it did not
work.
At that time, the Judical Board
recommended Lyons be given another room
assignment. be placed on social probation
and be rUerred to counseling service for
rehabilitation.
Dr. Richard G. Fisher, then dean of
students, appealed the board's decision to
President Robert B.Hayes, contending the
sanction was an "inappropriate penalty."
Hayes overrode the Judicial Board's
decision, ruling that Lyons be indefinitley
suspended from school. Lyons was also
ordered to reimburse the university for the
cost of the water fountain.

Busy weekend

Lyons then appealed Hayes' decision to
the Regents. His suspension was postponed
until the outcome of the appeal.
The BOR's dec1s1on that Lyons be given
another hearmg was the result of aMarch
ruling by the West Virginia Supreme Court
of/\ "reals.
The court ruled that any student facing
expulsion from astate college or unversity is
entitled to the "opportunity to have retained
counsel at any hearings or. tl.e charges."
Before the ruling, s.tudents were not
permitted to have legal counsel at hearings.
This issue is currently the basis for
recommended changes in the Marshall
Student Code of Conduct. The changes will
be considered at the next meeting of the
Student Conduct and Welfare Committee.

Game, concert
featu red events

"Thundering Progress" is the theme of
Marshall Homecoming activities Friday and
Saturday, with emphasis on football. a
concert, apicnic, adance and parties.
The highlight of Homecoming weekend
will be Saturday at 1:30 p.m. when the
l hundering Herd meets the Toledo Rockets
at Fairfield Stadium.
Sales for the game arc "very brisk" and
possibilities for asell-out are "quite high,"
according to Joc W. Wortham. ticket
manager.
"I would advise ticket purchases as early
as possible." he said.
An alumni party is scheduled for 9p.m.midnight Friday at the Hohday Inn Downtown with music by the Teena Stephens
Quintet. Tickets arc $4 per person.
Ihe Homecoming concert, featuring
Heart and the Sanford Townsend Band. will
be hiday at I! p. m. at the Huntington Civic
Center. lid,cts an: on sale ;1t Opus One
Record Shop in Memorial Students Center.
licl,.cts for the Heart concert arc almost
gone. with fewer than 500 left on sale at Opus
One. according to owner Ron Smith.
I1ckcts arc $5 tor students and $7 .25 for
nonstudents.
Miss Blacl,. Pearl. the Homecoming 4uccn

and their respective courts. to be announced
Friday, will be honored during half-ttme
ccrcmomes at Saturday's game. Ezra
1\.1 idkiff. Alu mm Association president. and
Marshall President Robert B. Hayes will
participate in ceremonies.
Campus tours after coffee and doughnuts
at Memorial Student Center lobby will begin
Saturday at IO a.m.
Lunch-under-the-tent. featuring a fried
chicken picnic. will be Saturday from 11:30
a.m. to I:15 p.m. at Pri"ule Field. adjacent
to I-airfield Stadium.
Reservations may be made at the alumni
01T1cc today and hiday. Cost is $2.50 for
adults and $2.25 for childr;.n under 12.
Ihe Alumni Goal Post Party will follow
Saturday's game. from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. in
the Coment1on Lobby of the Holiday Inn
Do\\ntown. featuring the Paul Jennings
Ino. Cost is $3 pcr person.
I he Homccoming Dance will be from 9
p.111.-l a.m.in the Huntington Civic Center
\\ith music hy the Royal Kings Dance hand
lrn111 Roanoke. Va. Tickets are availahle in
the alu111m office. in the lobby of the
Me111onal Student Center and the Civic
Center .,t $5 per couple.

Ihe College of Arts and Sciences will not
he off1c1ally renamed before mid-October.
said Dr. Noel J. Richards, vice president for
academic affairs.
With the creation of the College of
Science. the College of Arts and Sciences will
re4uirc anew name. Richard; stressed that
much more is in,·olvcd in the process than a
change of name.
Aseries of other steps must he taken
hclore anew name can he approved. he said.
I· 1rst. meetings with representatives from
six departments have heen conducted to help
dcterminc what the college consists of and

"here various departments would hest be
placed. R1chards explained.
R,chards said he also is meeting with three
committees dealing with changes in the
college: the Committee on Rcorgam1ation
of the College of Arts and Sciences. the
Academic Planning and Standards Committee and lJ nivcrs1ty Council.
Ihe College of Arts and Sciences submitted a report last spring to President
Roher! B. Hayes, who returned the report
for ;1dditional research and organ11atton.
R1chards said he hopes to send "a package
recommendation" to Hayes in October.

Arts 8Sciences split ;
renaming under way
Thursday
Dateline...

Sunny

It will he mostly sunny today with ahigh of
75. the skies will he cloudy tonight with a
low near 55. Prohahilitics of precipitation
arc 10 per cent today and 20 per cent tonight.
The weather for Friday will also be sunny.
t·or state, national ,and international
please turn to pase l.
conr■1e,
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Huntington gay bars·seem popular

Interchange

(Continued from Page 1)

Aspace dedicated to the interchange of opinions
within the university .community

Atmosphere.
,
That one word describes the
attraction gay bars throughout
the country have for "straights."
In New York and San Francisco,
as well as othe{ major cities, the
easy, relaxed gay bars have
become pop,ular · among
straights-so popular, in fact,
that the gays are being forced to
discover new night spots.
Despite the serious purpose of
the evening, the din in the
Driftwood was tremendous, the
atmosphere ·circus-like hours
before the show was to begin.
'Smiles bounced from wall-to-

wall. Stories were told. Friends
were cordially greeted. Even
strangers were welcomed.
The clientele at the Driftwood
is mainly homosexual and male,
although several Lesbians fre4uent the bar. However, while
most of the patrons are gay,
approximately IO per cent of the
customers are heterosexu!il.
Huntington's gay community
has anational reputation, according to several sources. "Huntington is known from Atlanta to
New York," one said. "If all the
gay people in Huntington came
out of the closet, the bars couldn't
hold them all."

As Bartram said, "The people
in the Queen City (Cincinnati)
refer to Huntington as "Drag
City."
The reporter rises from his
table, saying it is time for him to
"head home."
As he walks out the door, panic
sets in. Quickly glancing up and
down the street, he reluctantly
releases the door, his last source
ofrefuge. Striding rapidly up the
street, praying he doesn't appear
to be running, he remembers an
earlier scene·in his friend's apartment just before leaving for the
show.

Oll•Campus briels

"I'm nervous," the reporter
said. "What if those same guys
try to beat me up'!'
"You've got nothing to worry
about," his
friend said. "You
aren't ga.11."
"'Yeah, but they don't know
that. It isn't like I have
HETEROSEXUAL printed in
three-inch le1ters across my chest.
How are they going to know I'm
straight 7"
Not only the 'Iueens, but all
gays are uneasy as aresult of the
recent attack. The feeling is the
violence isn't over.
As Bartram said, "It's amajor
problem in the c'ommunity when
the people are set upon."
"They call us sick," Lee said,
"and then they go out and run
.over-somebody's legs."

Bert Lance resigns oou.r
By Tl1t A-led Pr-

<<Acco"DIN6
1rJ me NfN ((IILE.S; <pJ SUCH AN EVENT;
Pi£.
OFP£f\JDJN6 Df.F'ENl>EI{ ltf(JST fAKE. FtVt PAc£.5
81\CKwAI.DS, ANP BE-(; ftJfe. fof<.GIVEN£ss 1b Tl'(EHEAD LINE.s/VIAN; PR.ov1D1NG 1/,fAr MA~s rs NOT
1/\J THE- ScvE/VT>-f H(')IJS/;. :SAGtf'11V~.Jc,)S..• ?' ,,
~

Commentary

Absence of study days
had no affect on grades

By MARTIN HARRELL
Apparently, some students think the
lack of study days last semester affected
their final grades.
Garbage!
Marshall students have it so easy
gradewise they wouldn't have achance
under systems used at many schools.
Study days are superfluous. The only
students who take avantage of the time
provided for study are those who have
been studying the entire semester. And
since they have been studying, they
really don't need the time.
Last semester's cancellation of study
days was due to the two-week closing of
Marshall during the winter. Students

had two weeks at home to get ahead in
their courses; how many took advantage
of the opportunity? Very few.
Study days are not the only evidence
of an easy grading system.
lJ ntil last fall, students could drop a
course up to a week before classes.
Certainly, this was one of the most
liberal drop policies any school has ever
had. And last semester's change isn't
gad either. Now, students only have
seven weeks to decide if they want to
drop acourse with no 4uestions asked.
Even if they don't drop then, students
have until the end of asemester to drop a
course without penalty. Without
penalty, that is, unless you are one of the
few students here to be receiving an "F"
in acourse.

Commentary

WASHINGTON-Bert Lance
resigned Wednesday as director
of the Office of Management and
Budget, citing "the amount of
controversy and the continuing
nature of it" over his private
banking practices and personal
finances.
In aletter to President Carter,
Lance said he felt his name had
been cleared and that "my conscience is clear," but "I desire to
return to my nati~e state of
Georgia."

Bert Lance's replacement
may be James
McIntyre
fellow the day-to-day operations of the
WASHINGTON-A

Georgian, James McIntyre, 36,
likely will be -Bert Lance's
successor as director of the Office
of Management and Budget, at
least temporarily as acting director.
has been deputy
Many schools give students no more McIntyre
under Lance, aposition
than one or two weeks to drop acourse. director
that
gave
him
supervision over
And withdrawing with a"WP" or"WF"
is unheard of. If you are passing a
course, why drop it? And if you're
failing, why take a"WF?" Taking the
final would give you at least a last
chance of passinll: the course.
The deletion of study days last
semester did not affect student's grades.
Some are merely using it as an excuse
for lower than expected marks. Be PARKERSBURG- Aplan to
honest with yourself. Study days are not build a four-lane highway
Parkersburg's north end
for cramming, trying to make up in a through
residential section received little
day what you didn't do during the enthusiasm
meeting here.
semester. They are for review of A stateat aDepartment
material supposedly already learned. If Highways official who attendedofa
last semester's grade averages were to be meeting on funding ·, of en~
compared with those of any other term, vironmental impact statement for
I doubt if there would be substantial the route said he would take back•
difference.
to Charleston the message that
'they don't want this.'
Phillip Sheets, the DOH's
executive secretary, appeared at a

budget office.
Since Lance never considered
himself to be a nuts-and-bolts
man in running 0MB, McIntyre
became the detail man, and in the
process probably came to know
more about the agency's
operations than Lance did.

Chances look dim
for Parkersburg
four lane highway

Damn you Dark Vater!

l let you keep score," promis- your opponent to do your bidBy TONY FITZGERALD edwe'lDiddy
Wah Diddy.
LONG AGO.. .IN AUNgot adeal," said ·Ham. ding," he explained.
they arrived at
IVERSITY FAR, FAR AWAY. "You
Diddy Wah Diddy and Puke OldUndetected,
and slid inside. They
the line with Ham and stoleMoon
'I uietly to the office of Dark
Forces of pure ev.il were at entered
Bambo.
An
angry
Bug
Eyed
Yater. The four left their"Ands"
work on the small planet Alien in back of them spoke. outside.
They burst dramatically
Marshallia, in the galaxy of "Nif rabbu retooh annaw through the
door.
Huntingtonia. Led by shadowy existentialist wipnop scoffaneep, "Alright, Dark
We have
figure Dark Yater, the hideous Ham Sandwich," the alien come to end yourYater!
reign of evil!"
fiends changed the rules of threatened.
said Diddy Wah Diddy
Marshallia's favorite pasttime, "Aww. shut up, you fat dynamically.
as
the
intramural blootball.
said Ham menacingly. pointed futuristic weaponsothers
into
The blootball players were in a turkey,"aren'
t crowding i.n line. I the room.
state of unrest. Two team "They
them up there."
"Sorry, Mr. Yater is having
captains, Puke Jungdude and let"Yug
1.appa
unna
homer
rib
lunch,"
said
his
secretary,
"But
Diddy Wah Diddy, decided to
back in an hour."
protest the rule. While Puke was snot flax." the alien snarled. he'll befour
left the office. They
young and handsome, Diddy "So's yer old man, buddy!" satThe
hall and listened to R-2
roared Ham as he shot the alien playinthethelatest
Wah Diddy was old and wise, the several
pop tunes.
times.
end result of the 35 years he had
An hour later. they bursi
spent at Marshallia. Diddy Wah The four left the line. They dramatically
the door.
Diddy. however. was amaster at walked tward the door. Ham "All right, through
Dark Yater! We
turned.. and flipped his meal
using THE FORCE.
to the lad'y at the door. have come to end your reign of
Puke and Diddy Wah Diddy ticket
··sorry about the mess," he evil." Diddy Wah Diddy said as
set out one day to find apilot to said.
others pointed weapons into
tly them to Old Moon, the planet side. And then he stepped out- the
the room
where Dark Yater and his goons
"Whi are you here'! Have you
hung out. They entered aseamy Outside. two androids were come
to rescue the princess'! Or
cafeteria, called Tween Tow wa1ting. The androids ' :ailed perhaps
prevent me from
Wcc res, where pilots of all types,
for short), wer~ R ,who destroying your
puny planet" the
from all planets. stopped to rest. "Ands"
resembled
an
old
jukeb,
:
,
.
and
villain hissed. "What are you
cat, and drink.
M
E-2.
who
resembled
Arthur
doing
in
my
office. Buddy!"
They saw the chow line. Trcacher.
We didn't come here for
Strange alien creatures of every Soon. they were speeding that"Nah!
silly stuff. We have an
description 4ueved up for food through the universe toward the important
said Diddy
and drink. Diddy Wah Diddy evil Old Moon. Diddy Wah Wah Diddy.mission."
came to
searched the line until he found a ,Diddy used the journey time to congratulate you"We
for changing
humanoid face near the front. teach Puke all about THE the intramural Blootball
rules."
The face was that of Ham FORCE.
"To
congratulate
me'
!
"
Sandwich. an expert pilot. who "l n order to utilize THE "Yeah. I'd like to shake
your
·was with his giant ape-likcfriend. FORCE.
you
reach
out
with
both
neck." said Diddy Wah Diddy,
Bambo.
hands. like so," Diddy Wah choking
him.
"You must help us. This Dark Diddy
instructed.
"Then
you
"Kaak! Gaaak! Not the
Yater is amadman," Diddy Wah
grab your opponents neck and force!" sputtered Dark Yater.
Diddy explained.
"Well. Idon't know, old man." s4uceze hard."
"Why
is
this
called
THE
Ham sneered. "what's in it fer
Yater s4uirmcd. escaping the
FORCE'?" asked Puke.
vice-like grip of Diddy Wah
me'!"
"If you tly us to Old Moon, "Because it is used to FORCE Diddy. He ran for the door. but

Lance said he was convinced he
could continue to be an effective
budget director but "because of
the amount of ,controversy and
the continuing nature of it Ihave
decided to submit my resignation
as director of OMB."
· Lance stepped aside minutes
before President Carter held a
nationally televised news conference to pronounce the fate of
his aide and close friend.

instead ran into the hairy bulk of
Bambo.
"Uhhh... Hi, guy..."said Dark
Yater.
"Bambo no like little man. Me
fro him away," said Bambo,
picking Dark Yater up and
tossing him down a laundry
shute.
"No; Bambo! Now he'll get
away! Quick, we must endeavor
to give chase!" said ME-2.
Soon, they were chasing the
black sleek space craft of Dark
Yater. They shifted into Interstellar Overdrive and the stars
turned to white streaks.
"Boy, these special effects sure
arc amazing. aren't they"!" said
Ham.
"Calling Dark Yater, do you
read me'!" radioed Puke.
"I read only good books,"
cracked Dark Yater.
"Listen. fool, there is no
escape! We'rcthcgoodgiiys. We
,1lways win in movies like this,"
Puke said. "We want to play
blootball. not some hippie commie pinko derivation."
"Never! That game is too
rough. 1mu,i;t protect you from
hurting yourself," explained
Dark Yater. "After all. we all
have to come back intact for the
sc4ud. don't we'?"
II is ship vanished from sight as
Puke sighed and tuned in the
local Top 40 station. which was
playing the theme to this movie.
THE SEQUEi.: Diddy Wah
Diddy writes a letter to The
Parthenon and aman from the
vending machine company empties R-2's coin box. Stay tuned.
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Entered as second class mail at Huntincton,
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tnm and S1for both summer terms. Annual
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Sip Into something

Southern
Comfort® •·"."-~'/:E3-:'!f

~~~

Cola •Bitter Lemon
Tonic• orange juice
Squirt ..._
even milk

HOU~TON-Da,vid, the
"Bubble Boy," observed his sixth
birthday Wednesday at home in
his ,plastic isolator, with aspecial
germ-free cake.
David is a victim of severe
combined immune deficiency,
which robs the body of its germfighting abilities. He was
delivered in agerm-free area six
years ago and placed immediately
in asterile"bubble unit." He has
never been touched by ungloved
hands.

Morgantown site
of hearings

one

Presents our
first ever...

TWOFERALBUM
SALE
We were so pleased
with the response on last
week's tape sale that this
week we are offering an
album special.

Two for sI0.00
Two for s9.00

7.98 list price albtims

6.98 list price albums
All double albums
$1.00 off with purchase of
any single album.
Take advantage of
these low prices through
Sat., Sept. 24.

OOU.
one/"

Mon.-Fri. 10:00 a.m.•8:0Q p.m.
Sa1urday 10:3fl a.m.-5:30 p.m.

MARSHALL
STUDENTS
YMCA MEMBERSHIPS
at5the 06th Avenue YMGA

20° per semester

--NOW AVAILABLE

Fu/I-court bas_
ketba/1till
(9am-4pm)
Halt-court
10:00
p.m.
Two handball courts
New weight room with universal
and 2olympic weights
New steam room
and lockers
Complete g~me room
with pin-ball and
pool tables
New co-ed hydro-spa and
sauna by swimming pool area
Running track and new gym now under construe-

I

·So smooth. Easy to sip. Delicious!
Comfort®'s unlike any other liquor.
It tastes good just poured over ice.
That's why it makes mixed drinks
taste much better, too.

great with:

'Bubble Boy'
gets sterilized
birthday cake

MORGANTOWNMorgantown has been selected as
the site for one of a rtationwide
series of public hearings on food
stamps to be held next month if
Congress and the President apTuesday meeting of the Mid-. prove anew food stamp program.
Ohio Valley Regional Council. Carol Tucker Foreman, assisHe said only about 200 houses, U.S. secretary of agriculture,
would have to be relocated if the tant the
purpose of the hearings is
Corridor D link between In- said
citizens to make suggestions
terstate 77 and the Memorial for the
writing of the rules and
Bridge over the Ohio River is onregulations
that will be used in
built.
Under the proposal, the route the new program. hearing will
would also pass through-er near a beTheat Morgantown
the Medical Center
go-If course, Parkersburg
on the Evansdale
Catholic High School, the auditorium
of West Virginia UniverYMCA, and· several campus
The hours are 9a.m.-5 p.m.
neighborhoods and businesses, sity.
and 7p.m.-9 p.m.
officials at the meeting sa-id.

The Parthenon

The Parthenoa is published by stutl#nts at
Marshall University as alabora/Ory a/1-campw
m•M·spaper. It iJ financed entirely through
•rev,nuesfrom advnlising and stud,nt subscrip-

An informant said Carter
delayed his news conference for
two hours so Lance could meet
with attorney Clark Clifford to
work on the resignation statement.

Homecoming
"Special

-

~
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SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION. 100 PROOF UOUEUR.ST LOUIS,MO 63132

•

I

II
III Address
Name
I
Phone
. . . ------------------~1
ends Sept. 26,
Ir-----otter
Marshall Student Guest Pass

1977 ■----•

Free parking after 2:00 p.m. at Tlie Guaranty Bank
~&
Huntington Federal parking lots.
For information call 525-203S or come by for free
workout with coupon and l.D.
AUnited Community Service Agency

■

17th century women 'scrutinized'
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Rehabilitation

jobs available

ly admitted to the program, they
By DIANA BAKER
must submit an application,
Reporter
Ma rs hall students interested in complete introductory course
aservice career have an option work and appear before ascreening committee.
they may not be aware of,
according to Steven A. Medows, A graduate program in
rehabilitation education program counseling and rehabilitation is
coordinator.
also offered. The graduate
The Department ofCounseling program, unlike the unand Rehabilitation offers aB.A. dergraduate program,
degree in Rehabilitation Educa- emphasizes school counseling.
tion. The progr:fm's emphasis is
on counseling. Meadow's said.
Forly to 50 percent of graduate
in school
Rehabilitation, as defined in students pursuehe acareer
said. Other
the class brochure, is "the process counseling,
are employed in inof helping those who are ex- students
of higher learning,
periencing functional difficulties stitutions
service agencies, mental
because of physical, mental or social
health centers, departments of
emtional conditions."
welfare, and rehabilitation agensaid. Many
Students receive an extensive cies. Meadows
are working at centers
background in job placement, students
pursuing higher degrees,
writing anJ developing social while
service ca,cs and community Meadows. said.
relations. 1\1 cadows said. General Counselors wor"k with
communic,ation skills, inter- vocational
rehabilitation and
persona I relationships and decision-making.
coorproccdures for arranging helping dinate services thatThey
treatments (special counseling, counselees to better copewillwithhelp
the
thcrapeutic treatment. etc.) are world. Meadows said. They may
stressed.
arrange for special training for
disabled. college and job
Program graduates may find the
placement. and various types of •
work in rehabilitation agencies. therapy.
MU Professor Kim kicks out
private and state hospitals; community ·mental health centers. Afederal grant enables ttie
welfare agencies. employment department to offer workshops
security agencies and prisons, and seminars open to students
of the community.
Rehabilitation education is a aod members
workshops are conducted
I2X hour program with 46 re- Special
during
the
summer
and are open
4uired semester hours within the
department. Sixteen semester to students for credit.
hours of practical application are Friday a seminar on· psyre4uired by the department. chopharmacelogy will be conducted by Dr. Robert Hibbard,
psychiatrist.
Dr. Chong W. Kim, associate to study as it involves a lot of
Students obtain field experiences Huntington
The seminar will . be 10 professor of management, says he kicking and many Americans
by working for community social Memorial
service organizations 1-4 p.m. Student Center from has a"given skill" and wants to have long legs.
teach
it to students.
Physical fitness, self defense,
cooperating with the university.
J<.im is aSixth Dan Black Belt and discipline are the main
The department has apolicy of Hibbard will present areview and has been certified by the advantages to studying the art,
selective admissions, Meadows of psychological drugs, their uses, World Tae Kwon Do Federation according to Kim. For the
said. Before students are official- effects and side effects. ' as an International Master In- American student, self discipline
structor in the Art and Science of may be the greatest advantage, he
Tae Kwon Do.
said.
"Tae Kwon Do~, translated Kim, a native of Korea, came
literally, means "art of hand and to the U.S.in 1968. He taught the
foot fighting." Though it is art to about 200 students at
similar to karate, there is a Miami (Ohio) University wh_ile
difference.
working on his masters degree,
Any student awarded work-study for the 1977-78
Karate is the Japanese Sy/item and started another club at Ohio
academic year must report as soon as possible to the
of self-defense characterized by State University while working
financial aid office at Old Main Room 12Laccording to
chopping
blows
delivered
with
on
his Ph.D.
.I ohn Morton. assistant director of financial aid.
the side of the open hand.
Kim has taught about 40 black
Students must report for immediate job placement.
belt
students since he has been in
Tae Kwon Do emphasizes the United
States. He taught the
attacking one's opponent with art
while teaching at Rider
the feet, hitting at central nerve College
in
New
Jersey and is now
locations. This physical impact is
much softer than that of karate, interested in starting a club at
yet the injury is much more Marshall.
Ameeting will be organized to
severe, Kim said.
start the club within acouple of
Kim,36, hasbeenstudyingTae weeks. Information is available
Kwon Do since he was 12. He from Kim atPrichard Hall Room
said the art is good for Americans 404.
Qualifying for the national goals were set for the team, he
finals is Marshall debate team's said. "One is to expose Rita and
ul~imate goal. according to Dr. Keith to big-time. inter-collegiate
John R.E. Bliese. assistant debating for the first time."
progessor of speech and debate Another goal is to develop the
coach.
two newest members, Lusher and
Com prising this year's team Henson, "Both are hard workers.
an: Rita Sowards. Huntington They're eager to learn,"he said.
junior: Keith Carper. Grif- This weekend Lusher will
fithsville sophomore: Stephanie replace Carper as Sowards'
I.usher. Huntington freshman: partner in the varsity d1vision of
and Ron Henson. Parkersburg the Washington and Lee to·urnafreshman.
ment. Carper has obligations
"These four people are good with the MU Marching Band at Marshall has a new health waiting timestudents have to·put
and ci1mmitted debaters.'' Bliese Homecoming. "We don't know center,
with,"Zink said. "Wehope to
but students must still upreduce
said as his s4uad prepared for its what we'll run into there. We just wait to see
it in the near future."
adoctor.
first tournament at Washington hope that we"re prepared for
the computer still
and Lee University. in Lexington. whatever happens." he said.
The center is now in theFamily hasAlthough
afew "bugs" in it. Zink said
Va.. this weekend.
Marshall will be host Nov. 4-5 Care Outpatient Clinic at 180(. he hopes
to have them worked
Bliesesaid he believes Sowards for the John Marshall .Debate 6th Ave.. and action is being out byOctober.
then Zink
and Carper.have agood chance to Forum before traveling to com- taken to reduce students' waiting urges students Until
to make aphelp Marshall's s4uad 4ualify for pete in Virginia. West Virginia. time.
pointmentsby calling 696-4808 to
national finals for the first time. Washington. D.C.. and Ohio to According to John M.Zink. ~ce
a doctor, although apTo n:ac.hthe finals.short-term finish the semester.
assistant to the dean of the pointments
necessary.
medical school. an IBM System The centerarealsonotplans
to have
32computer was installedin July cards resembling identification
to help make the student registra- cards given all students so when
tion process more efficient.
they come in,"they just hand the
"The biggest problem facing us card to the nurse and t~e comSix contestants will compete honored at half-time act1v1t1es (administrators) right now isthe puter does the rest."
tonight for the title of Miss Black during the Hoinccoming football
Pearl for 1977. The pageant will !:!arn~.
be at 7 p.m. in the Memorial The contestants arc Carla
Student Centcr Multi-pupose Curtis.·
@0'.}01@dl
~~
Weirton sophomore.
Room.
Alpha Psi Associate: Fay
Contestants will be judged on Kappa
FREE
PARK■G
Ayn:,.
Fairmont
freshman:
poise. talent and articulation.
THE DAY YOUR CAR IS BEING WORKED ON
Washington. Patterson.
according to Rose Wilson. ;'l;or- :\Drema
..1 .• frcshmilll: Anita Moore.
ALL SERVICES GUARANTEED
folk. Va.. senior and Black Beckley
sophomore.
Omega
Psi
GEt.cl<AL MECHANICAL WORK
HIGH SPEED WHEEL BALANCING
United Students (B.U.S.) vice Phi associate: Aletha Helm.
SAME DAY RETREADING
TIRE TRUING (CAR &TRUCK)
president for administrative af- Charleston junior. Kappa Alpha
ENGINE TUNE UP
SHOCKABSORBERS
BRAKE SERVICE
OIL &LUBRICATION
fairs.
Psi
associate:
;ind
Patrice
Myers.
MUFFLER
SERVICE
STATE INSPECTION
The winner und first and Huntington junior. Kappa Alpha
FRONT END ALIGNMENT
AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
STRAIGHT AXLE ALIGNMENT
UNDER COATING
second attendants will be Psi associate.
COMPUTERIZED BALANCING
STEAM CLEANING
MICHELIN TIRES
REMINGTON TIRES

Professor hopes
to share 'skill'
~

Jobs need students·!

Debaters' goal:
national finals

By BARB SINNF_:TT
Reporter
"Women 'of the I7th-century
Quaker and Catholic communities have been overlooked in
the history books too long," says
Dr. Michael qatgano, associate
professor in the Department of
History.
Galgano spent the summer in
Carlise, England, searching
county, family and church
records for information concerning I7th-century women.
"What I am doing will ultimately result in abook dealing
with poor Quaker and Catholic
women in England from 1660
through 1700," explained
Galgano.
"My studies deal with the
social history of women. I'm
interested in what their living and
working conditions were like, the
impact they had on society and
the application of law toward
women. I'm particularly
fascinatd by the special problems
they faced ... problems that were
uni4ue to them as women," he
continued.
"Churching" of women was a

common practice during this
period and dates back to the
Hebrews, according to Galgano.
"Churching" was the purification
of awoman after she had given
birth by re-entering the church
and paying afee, called atithe.
This belief, according to
Galgano, stems from the ancient
belief that awoman was unholy
during her menstrual cycle.
·"Quaker women opposed the
'churching' because they didn't
believe in the act of tithing.
Refusal resulted in a fine or
imprisonment, although few were
imprisoned," he said.
While examining the county
records, Galgano said he discovered an account book kept by
amidwife beginning in 1669. The
book recorded all the surnames
and Christian names of the
fathers, places of birth, the time
and day of each birth and·the
exact fees she was paid.
"It was an exciting discovery
because Iwas the first one to look
at the account book since she had
sealed it 300 years ago. Also,
many of the county records were
destroyed and the account book

aided me in many ways,' Galgano single woman was subject to her
explained.
father an<! amarried woman was
to her husband.
The midwife, according to subject
"If she became a widow and
Galgano, was the most responsi- didn'
t remarry she could control
ble position awoman could hold. her late
husband's property, but
Her main function was to attend
up all rights once again if she
the birth of abastard to 4uestion gave
remarried. Part of her marriage
the mother about the father. dowry
was also set·· aside for
Later she would be asked to widowhood,"
he said.
testify in trial concerning the
father.
There is more information on
Quakers
than
Catholics, because
Marriage during the 17th
Quakers kept records of
century was simply entered into the
monthly meetings and precise
for child producing.Love: accor- accounts
everything. The
ding to Galgano, didn't play a Catholics, ofthough,
attempted to
major part as it does today.
prevent
record
and all
"A couple lived together and that historianskeeping.
know
about
had a child or two before they
is based on the
married. This was to insure that Catholics
testimony
of
others,
according
to
it would be afruitful marriage, Galgano.
not barren. The custom of the
time spent in England this
long veil stems from this practice. past"Mysummer
was interesting and
During the ceremony the children
I'm now working on
would stand behind their parents worthwhile.
first part of my book which
and lift the veil for the mother," the
I'll present as a paper at Dallas
he explained.
during the 'American Historical
Women had few rights, Association' in December. My
although Quaker women were rough draft of the book should be
more free than most due to their completed by· next summer,"
religious beliefs, Galgano said. A Galgano said.
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Mind 'entering': Maybe?

performances He also did atelevision special
Can someone enter another's Kargethan gives
at the Coffee House. in Wheeling.
mind and predict his actions? other
Blind-folded he rode amotorcyLee Ann Welch, Huntington cle
His act .consists of mind
senior and Homecoming ac- across campus last spring. reading,
vision (being
tivities coodinator, says that This summer he appeared at able to seeblindfold
placed between
Craig Karges, Wheeling clubs
York, Penn- his open objects
hands while blindsophomore, believes he can, but sylvania,in New
West folded), predictions and psyshe says she is still a little Virginia, OhioKentµcky,
and Virginia. chokinesis.
skeptical.
Karges "entered " Welch's
mind Tuesday and helped her
choose a.card. With Steve Igo, Two Marshall students have Huntington senior, will compete
Charleston senior and the been nominated for Danforth
Parthenon managing editor, as a
approximately 2,500 perFellowship competi- with from
witness, Welch said Karges Graduate
around the country.
tion, according to Dr. Paul D. sonsWinners
shuffled afulr'deck of cards and Stewart,
attend the
officer of the graduate schoolwillof their
helped her choose the six of Danforth liaison
choice to
Program pursue a doctorate degree
diamonds by "working" through ,rn<l dean ofFellowship
and
the
Graduate
School.
her mind. Students can find out if Cynthia Allen, Barboursville become a college professor,
it can be done as Karges performs
at the Memorial Student Center ,_senior, and Stephen T. Williams, Stewart said.
Coffee House at 8:30 p.m.today.
He will have adeck of cards
■••Ith
&■•t•r■I Ylt■•ln1
split diagonally and will call upon
WHOLE GltAIN illl!•os• $TOileGROUNO FLOURS •RAW HONEY. R•w
two people from the audience to
SUGAll•FIIUIT JUICES•RAW.RAN,WHEAT GEIIM•BIIOWN RICE•HERB
Tl!AS • NATUIIAL YOGURT • FOOD SUPPLEMENTS • PROTEIN SUPchoose acard from each stack. If
PLIIMENTS• SALT•NUT$.&CANDY•GRANOL,VBRl!Wl!IIS :\'EAST•
DIET AIDS-SALT.Flt.EE FOODS•HIALTH &NUTRITIO!t BOOKS.
Karges' prediction is true, the two
cards will form the six of
diamonds.
_
.
1102
• 20th St. FIHI!J.NERQNT
l'loRKINO' Ph. 523-6913
Welch said she is excited but a
little scared, too.

MU Students
Special plans for Freshmen,
Soph. and Jrs. Senior specials
also available.

Award· nominations made
fted1

s■A
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NATURAL NUTRITION CENTER

..

George S. Wallace Ill
Your Life Insurance needs are
my personal goals.

REPUBLIC
NATIONAL LIFE
INSURANCE Co.

w:

522-6151
236 7th Ave~

H-e-alth Center's
big problem
.......Waiting:

Black pageant today

00c,~EesGM

{j_fJ ~:~
x~c:{

TENEGroceries
·MART
Party Snacks
Legal Beverages

Open 7am till Midnight
Convenietly located at 525 20th Street

TIRE SERVICE

20th St. at 4th Av_
e. 529-2479

~ ,:, } :,!'..,
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Peopleoften
who make
fraudulent
phone
cal
l
s
get another call free.
someone
else'electronic
s credit card
ordevices,
phoneUsing
number,
orlikeusing
may
seem
a
harmless
prank.
Butlikewhat
itother
reallykind
is, isofstealmg.
And
just
any
theft,
it could lead to an arrest. Astiff fine. Or

even aAnd
jail sentence
andwhat
acriminal
record.
no matter
elsethehappened,
you'
d
still
have
to
pay
for
all
calls
made.
please don't make fraudulentyou
phone.So
calls.
It just isn't worth the price.

@c&P "i!lephone

ThatVictorything
symbol mystifies students
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By BETSY COOK
Assistant Sports Editor

Iom ,rreen and white, made of
iron hors and capable ofproducin,r loud noise, but now Istand
tall and silent on the Marshall
campu.1. What am I? I'm the
Mar.1hall University Victory
Gon,r. al.w known as the Varsity
"M" project.
The Ma rshall victory gong was
erected Nov.. 29, 1933, by
members of tht:·varsity "M"
organization, ac~ording to Bob
Adams of the Office of University
Relations.
The Varsity "M" organization
consisted of lettermen from
Marshall's football and basketball teams. Adams said the gong
was rung after every Marshall
football and basketball victory.
"The gong is made of iron bars,
hangs from a scaffle, and 1s

4l "h_°"I~ "

MU's victory gong

Photo b~ BlST, ("OOK

parade down the streets, then
everyone would gather around
the gong," Salvatore said.
"Usually the team captains would
ring it. Ican really remember the
victory celebration when
Ma rs hall beat Wake Forest in
1941."
According to Salvatore, the
gong was very obvious at the
time, since there were no
buildings blocking the path
between Old Main to Ho~es
Hall. "Lots of people would
gather in the field-enough to
make people like me remember
this type of event," Salvatore
said.
Juanita Steele, Dupontjunior,
said," All Iknow about the gong
is that during freshman orientation they told us not to get caught
ringing it."
"I don't know what it is. It just
looks like abig piece of metal to
me," Debbie Burdette, Sissonville junior, said.
Other student comments about
the gong included:
"I think it's ugly;" "How am I
supposed to know what that
thing is;" "You know, I really
have no ideii;" "I have never
thought about it;" and "Well, it is
something that Isee everyday on
the way to class and Ithink it has
something to do with intramurals."
Although the victory gong
remains in its original place, it is
now surrounded by trees and
benches, and is hidden from the
athletes of Hodges Hall. The
sound of its ring for victory
remains in the minds of Marshall
alumni.
I am a symbol of hope,
memories, and victory. Iam not
just apiece of steel or just a
landmark standing tall on the
Marshall campus. Ihave watched players like Jackie Hunt stand
• br me. l remained here silently
1,·hen the athletes of the /970
plane crash no longer walked by
me. I have been modest in
Marshall victory. courageous in
defeat. Ihave watched athletes
c~me and Ihave watched athletes
,ro. And, a.s you pass by me, think
of 11-hat Iam.
lam asymbol of victory.

Out for the season

located on campus between the
Women:s. Gym and Old Main,"
Adams said.
Although information on the
game was not obtained, Adams
said the gong was rung for the
first time after a Thanksgiving
Day Football game in 1933.
Ronald "Runt" Heaberle. a
Huntington freshman at the time,
was the first person to use asilver
hammer to strike the victory
gong. following a Marshall victory. According to Adams, each
year afreshman known as "custodian of the gong" was selected to
care for the gong. Marshall
athletes and coaching staff voted
for the "custodian".
Huntington Herald Dispatch
Columnist Ernie Salvatore
recalls attending Marshall in the
early l940's. "After a Marshall
victory, there would be avictory

Linebacker Gary Patrick, New Boston, Ohio, sophomore,
grimaces on the sidelines as aresult of abroken leg during a
early second-half defensive play of the season opening
Marshall-Ohio Lniversity game Sept. IO. The injury
sidelined Patrick for the season...

'We have to get better'

Giving up TDs disturbs Ellwood

By KEN SMITH
Sports Editor
Frank Ellwood lets 1t be known
he expects alot from his football
team. And defense doesn't get
any slack.
The Herd defense has given up
75 points this season, 49 to Ohio
University and 26 to Morehead
State.

And the third-year coach said
he especially was disturbed about
the four touchdowns given up by
the Herd in its 38-26 victory
against Morehead Saturday.
"We shouldn't give up four
touchdowns, not even to the
(Pittsburgh) Steelers," he said.
But Morehead quarterback Phil
Simms did a Terry Bradshaw

Business. Science. Engineering.

This
semester
is
the
right
time
to
get
a
TI
calculator tailored to the "7"ork you're doing.

SR-51-II
Professional decision making system.

TheMBXM
Business calculator

Loaded with statistics functions.

Abusiness major's dream machine.

Accounting. Marketing. Education.
T Social Sciences. Life Sciences. Health.
Statistics plays amajor role in dozens
of career fields. Here's acalculator with
the advanced capability you need to
handle your projects. Comes with
Calculating Better Decisions, a$4.95 book value.
HelJ?S you get the most out of the SR-51-II. Stepby-step illustrations show how to use its powerful
preprogrammed functions. Learn how to gather
data. Weigh alternatives. Arrive at rapid, accurate
decisions.

If you're building acareer in business, the MBA
can be ideal. It provides instant answers to complex business problems at the touch of akey. It is
preprogrammed for awide variety of functions
and formulas business professionals face every
day. Take internal rate of return, for example, a
valuable calculation for accurate capital budgeting. It's complicated, often difficult, and takes time.
The MBA handles it in seconds, for 12 ~
different cash flows! It also offers programmability-up to 32 keystrokes for
solving repetitive problems easily.

[!:'11977 Texas Instruments lncofJ)orated

...With cast and crutches, Patrick viewed the MarshallMorehead game from a different perspective-that of
spectator rather than participant.

TEXASIN('ORPOR/\Tl
INSTRUMENTS
l>

imitation at Fairfield Saturday to
account for all four Eagle scores.
The slick Louisville native
passed for 312 yards, including
touchdown throws of 85, two, 10
and 40 yards. And according to
Ellwood, two of those scoring
aerials were avoidable.
"The first one (an 85-yard
scoring reception by Dorron
Hunter) was due to a player
mistake," he explained. "And
Danny Wright made amistake on
another pass play."
Wright, a freshman from
Greenup County, Kentucky, was
starting his first game at safety
after being recruited as aquarterback.
However, a40-yard TD strike
to Larry Campassi was nearly
unavoidable, Ellwood said.

"Bobby Coleman played it as
well as anyone could," he explained. "Simms threw it
beautifully, and it was caught
splendidly."
Despite Simms' 15 completions, Ellwood said he's more
concerned with Ma rshall's pass
rush than with secondary.
"When a player has all that
time in the backfield, he can
complete passes," he explained.
"Receivers have time to work
themselves open. And those
missed tackles.. .Simms should've
been down in the backfield
several times."
Toledo will not pose the same
threat as Morehead, Ellwood
noted. "Toledo doesn't pass that
way. Their quarterback isn't that
kind of passer," he explained.

"They run out of an option-type
formation."
And since sarting Toledo
quarterback Jeff Hepinstall suffered a pinched nerve in his
shoulder on the third play of the
season opener against Ball State.
the Rockers lack depth in the
backfield.
"I don't really worry about our
opponents as much as I worry
about us," Ellwood pointed out.
"We have to get better to win. We
can't reach aplateau... we have to
improve."
The offense, no matter how
effective. can't do it all, he said.
"We can't give up four
touchdowns and expect the
offense to score five-and-a-half,"
he noted. "We just can't give up
four..."

Intramural flag football
started this week despite plans for
apossible boycott.
Last week, teams threatened to
drop out and petitions were
distributed in attempts to change
the new noncontact flag football
back to the contact two hand tab.
"People have come in and said
they don't like the rules, but said
they would play," said Tom
Lovins, intramural director.
As of Wednesday, Tau Kappa
Epsilon and Lamba Chi Alpha
were the only teams that had
dropped out of competition,
according to Lovins.
Tuesday's games saw Sigma
Phi Epsilon lose to Black United
Students (B.U.S.), 12-0. Twin
Towers East 12 edged Twin
Towers East 4, 21-19. West Hall
beat Sigma Kappas, 12-6.
Twin Towers East 14.
slaughtered Twin Towers 5, 41-7.
Another West Hall team beat the
Hole in the Wall, 29-0. Twin
Towers 8shut out Twin Towers 9.

13-0, and Twin Towers.I) nipped
Twin Towers 7, 14-13,
Today's games start at 3p.m.
with Twin Towers East 12 pitted
against Twin Towers East 8on
field one behind Twin Towers.
On field two-13.U .S.number one,
the defending champion intramural team, takes on Alpha
Tau Omega.

At 4p.m., Twin Towers East
will play Twin Towers 7on field
one and Pi Kappa Alpha will
meet B.U .S. number two on field
two.
At 5 p.m.. Easy Co. will
challenge Hodges Independents
on field one and La1dlcy Hall will
play Sigma Kappas on field two.

intramural sports is Friday,
according to Tom Lovins, intramural director.
Registration closes Friday for
men's volleyball, billiards. and
badminton singles; and women's
badminton singles and doubles
and racki:tball singles.
Amixed tennis tournament is
planned. and registration closes
Iuesday. Lovins said the tourna-

campus. including part-time
students and faculty members.
Students may register in
Ciul11cl.son Hall Room 100.

lntramUral football begins

Intramural registration
will close Friday
Registration deadline for six men! 1s open to anyone on
Corrections

[rrors in The Parthenon may
be reported by calling 696-66%
bet"·een 9a.m. and noon.

The club with
an atmosphere

•

Come downtown
and take a
look for yourself

rJ

45530

Proper ID reguired

znn1n~
410 Tenth St.
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·The indefatigable
journalist
Comment•allalysi.s
by Ken Smith
The Southern Conference football race is already an unholy
mess.
Appalachian State was decreed the heir-apparent to the throne
vacated by departed powers East Carolina and William and Mary.
But the preseason prognostications of various pollsters and
magazines don't always hold true...
SC newcomei University of Tennessee-Chattanooga surprised
the perhaps over~onfident Mountaineers 14-7 Saturday to grab an
early share of the league lead. Virginia Military Institute beat
William and Mary 23-13 in adesignated season-opening conference
game, and The Citadel upended Western Carolina to share 1-0 SC
marks with UT-Chattanooga.
So the uncrowned king is deposed...an upstart school has shaken
off all preseason doubt and taken preeminence...the "old guard" of
VM1, Citadel, and Furman are hanging tough...but the Thundering
Herd is making waves of its own.
Perhaps the other conference schools snickered when the lofty
goals of Frank Ellwood's team seemingly were shot down by Ohio
University. But the Morehead victory demonstrated Marshall's
running attack an attack that after the second full .week of play is
e4ual to any in the conference.
Running back C. W. Geiger is the first player from the three new
conference schools (Marshall, UT-Chattanooga, Western
Carolina) to be named SC offensive player of the week. And Ray
Crisp narrowly missed the honor for his play against Ohio U.
Marshall ranks second in total offense for the league, and only a
rout of 1:.ast Tennessee by Furman enabled the South Carolina
school to stay ahead of the Herd. And Bud Nelson's passing is on a
par with the best in the SC, while his total offense figures are the
conference standard.
But does this mean the Herd has the SC clinched? No way.
Marshall has yet to play in its new conference and must open
league competition at Appalachian State. Deposed king or not, the
Mountaineers are likely to be looking for blood when the Herd
comes to town.
Loser to South Carolina in its opener, ASU saw its SC hopes
deflated against UT-Chattanooga and this weekend faces another
tough contest when it takes on Richmond...away. Thus, the
Mountaineers very well could be 0-3 when Marshall arrives in
8oone, N.C.
And every team is due to win one... sometime.
But enough gloom and doom. This week's opponent is Toledo, a
team which found itself with an unexpected rebuilding problem
early in its first game.
Veteran 4uarterback Jeff Hepinstall, acrafty field general who
picked the Herd apart last season with his passing and running,
suffered apinched nerve in his shoulder in the first 4uarter of a
lopsided loss to Ball State. He did not play in last week's defeat by
East Carolina. ·
And since Toledo has an option-style running attack (remember
Ohio U.?), the loss of an able field general will hurt the
rockets...badly. Just how badly will be analyzed tomorrow.
In this weekend's SC action, Appalachian State is at Richmond,
Davidson at Bucknell, Furman at UT-Chattanooga in a"key"
game, VMI at East Carolina and Western Carolina at Indiana
State. the Citadel is idle.
a
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Adreamer
Harlem leads to Hollywood

Students offered
counseling aid

for 'What's Happening: star

Students with problems such
as anxiety and depression can
find help on and off campus.
On campus,' the Student
Development Center in Prichard
in the show, Ialways say: 'Don't
Hall
and the psychology clinic in
throw ajoke.' You have to be
Harris Hall provide help for
realistic about life. People react i
vocational and personal
certain ways in situations.
problems.
Everything is not comedy.''
Steve Hensley, assistant direc"Comedy is more difficult
tor of counseling, said the Stu(than drama) to do. You have to
dent Development Center offers
make people laugh and that's a
counseling relating to problems
hard job," Kings admits, adding
Mable King
with tests, classes, roommates,
the comedy of "What's Happenfamilies, fields of study and
ing," only comes after several Parade grand marshal general
confusion about school.
rewrites.
Wizard of Oz" which opened in
in various subjects is
King commented on her role in January of I975 and is still Tutoring
offered by the Special SerBroadway's "Don't Play Us playing. King played the Wicked also
vices division.
Cheap" and the new transition of Witch of the West before she left The psychology clinic treats
black theater, which she says will to do the TV series.
almost all problems among
be around forever. "It has taken Universal Studios is converting
from severe depression
us along time to get there, but, the play into a film and has students
to migrane headaches, said Dr.
hey, there's room out there. Not contracted King to recreate her Donald
D.
only do we have more plays about role, which, she says, will be very clinic. Chezik, director of the
blacks, we h;ive more blacks different than her stage portrayal. Diagnostic tests. both
g_oing to the theater.''. . th She jokingly adds, "Half my life evaluations of intelligence and
As an example, Kmg cited e is spent on an airplane between
are available to the
success of Broadway's "The New York and Los Angeles." emotions,
Wiz," a black version of "The King lives in New York and students.
The clinic offers flexible hours.
maintains an apartment in North Students who cannot come in
Hollywood where, she says, she during the day will be seen at
leaves her Christmas tree up year night.
round because to her every day is The services of both
departments arc free to students.
Christmas.
The brown-eyed actress says The psychology clinic usually
she feels the show will continue to re4mres nonstudents to pay $5
keep its ratings. "I always feel for acounseling session and $15
when you give people the best, for evaluations. If a person is
you are number one." she said
with asmile.
'Tm serious when Isay Ihope
the show runs for 15 years. I'm a
dreamer who loves to entertain
and be entertained."

audience (for the TV show}--you Although she does not have a
By JOHN R. MULLENS
have something there to perform preference, King says she loves
Feature Editor
besides the camera and you doing both comedy and drama.
Mable King says she's a for
have two chances to get it right. "When we have aserious moment
dreamer.

The girl who grew up in Theater is aone-time shot. Ilove
Harlem to become the star of movies-a different ball game all
ABC-TV's ~it comedy series together."
Her film credits include"Blood
"What's Happening," was in Couple"
and "The Bingo Long
town Saturday as grand marshal
All-Star and Motor
in WOWK-TV's Third Annual Traveling
Kings," in which she wrote her
Community Day fi~rade.
During aprivate luncheon in own love scene.
her honor in the George Writing, she says, is something
Washington Room of the Down- she enjoys. She is currently
town Holiday Inn, King describ- writing a film entitled "Love
ed herself as adreamer who loves Serenade" inspired by the recent
to entertain and be entertained. death of her son. In addition,
During the 45 minutes she King says she often assists in
answered reporters' 4uestions, rewriting the scripts of "What's
she only managed to finish eating Happening."
.
"Once a writer became very
her mashed potatoes.
"f hope the show runs for 15 up6et with me because Ichanged
years," says the 5'8" black-haired some lines," she said with adeep
actress with achuckle. "I'll never laugh. "I told him: 'Don't tell me
become tired of doing it. If it how to be black I have been
were boring (doing the show) I black all my life.' We don't have a
may, but it's not. We work hard black writer on the show, and we
on the set, but we also have alot need one. Naturally, a black
of fun."
show needs ablack writer."
King, who was bo·rn m
Charleston, S.C., described the
show's cast as having a family
unity. "During our first meeting,
we knew we liked eiu:h other.
Now, we have a mutual love-we're afamily," King says as she
P.ut~ salt in her coffee to "bring
out the taste." "We have a
genuine love. We don't argue
(like a family), we have discussions.
ul find Ihave many families,"
she" says referring to the
Broadway casts she has worked
with, which include "Hello Dolly" with Pearl Bailey, the national
touring company of "Porgy and
Bess" and her most recent "The
Wiz."
Although she has had no
formal operatic training, King
says she landed th~..role in "Porgy
and Bess" through her experiences of gospel singing.
A veteran of all forms of
aoting, King says she doesn't have
afavorite.
"I really can't say which one I
like best," she said with a soft
voice. "Doing television is very, 01977 ValYenal Pnu l'Jft•lcate
very different than doing theater
or films. I'm glad'wehave alive

Almanac
flfAW_..,

· The Royal Kings will perform
for the Homecoming Dance
Saturday at the Civic Center
from 9p.m.-1 a.m. Tickets are
Greeks
$1.50 with MU ID and may be
Tau Kappa Epsilon will hold a bought at Memorial Student
smoker at the TKE house at 8 Center ticket booth.
p.m. today. On Friday, TKE will
have TGIF at the University
Loqnge at 4p.m. for all rushees Arts and Crafts are being
accepting bids. Rushees are exhibited today- and Friday in
invited to all TG!Fs and abuffet Central Field.
dinner with cocktails after the
football game Saturday. All Miscellaneous
TK Es and pledges are invited to a MU's chapter of NSSHA will
dance at the Holiday Inn Down- t,e selling Homecoming mums i_n
town Saturday at 9p.m.
Memorial Student Center this
Sorority Rush Registration is week from 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. The
this week in dormitory lobbies price is $3.
and Memorial Student Center.
Acampus pep rally and bonfire
Rush begins Sunday.
are scheduled for 6:30 p.m. today
Kappa Alpha will have apizza at Gullickson Field.
and keg party today at the KA
house. AHomecoming Dance is Coffee House
planned Saturday 9p.m.-1a.m. Mentalist Craig Karges will
at the C-K Field House.
perform today at 8:30 p.m.
Sigma Phi Epsilon will have a
smoker and afinal beer blast with
10 kt.-gs at the Sig Ep house today. Lectures
All rushees are urged to attend. Dr. Robert Hibbard. HunHomecoming
tington psychiatrist. will conduct
seminar on PsychopharThe Heart concert will be amacology
Friday in Memorial
Friday at 8 p.m.at the Hun- Student
from 1-4 p.m.
tington Civic Center. Tickets are Anyone Center
planning to attend
on sale in Memorial Student should contact
the secretary in
Center.
ls.p,,b/&lt,tl tM/ly a• arkftw •/
,wnll Mtl /wpPffllllf' of lnltr,st to tit•
,__,,,t,.
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Frye prompts '~hs,'
'oohs' and laughter

wonderful country in which we
Sculptor
can imitate our leaders."
Riporter
Frye ended his performance
Laughter, smiling faces, stan- with atribute to the late Martin
cancels
visit
ding
ovations
and
"oohs"
and
Luther
King and the late Robert
Sculptor Harry Bertoia will "ahs" filled Memorial Student F. Kennedy
as two great leaders
By DEBBIE LANE

not attend the Sl)1ith Hall Art
Gallery opening Monday as
scheduled. because of other
commitments, according to Bev
Twitchell. instructor of art.
Bertoia designed the Memorial
Student Center fountain.
Twitchell said that the fountain is
the whole rationale behind the art
gallery.•She said Bertoia's work
"transcends specifics and allows
more levels of interpretation."
He is anaturalist and works in
flowing forms, she said. Amajor
element of his work is water,
which represents change and
movement.
the Counseling and Rehabilita- Bertoia once said the fountain
tion Department by Wednesday represented "the living, rather
at 696-2383.
than commemorating death itself
in the waters of life, rising.
A-feelings
renewing, reaching to express
The National Student Nurse's upward
Association will have an eternity." growth, immortality,
orti:mzational meeting and elect The fountain is dedicated to
oli.:1:rs today at 5:30 p.m. in the Marshall football players,
Pnchard Hall Room 324. All -coaches, parents, and students
nursing and pre-nursing students
were killed in the Nov. 14,
are invited. Refreshments will be who
1970 plane crash.
servel
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JUST ARRIVED

Mugs
&Steins
Thermo-serve Mugs &Steins,
Pabst.
Since 1844.
quality
has always
comeThe
through.
Holiday Dlslrlbutlng Co.
Hunlinglon, W.Va.

Wendell, Sam &Joe Porter

unable to pay, other
arrangements can be made.
Off campus, the Region II
Mental Health Center, 3375 U.S.
Route 60, also offers help for MU
students. However, the center's
off-campus location on Route 60
and its satellite branches in
Wayne, Point Pleasant, and West
Hamlin make it a little more
convenient for the commuter. .
Dr. Michael D. Knox,
program out-patient director,
said the center offers help for
alcoholism, drug abuse, child
management, marital and premarital problems, and family
problems, as well as for the
everyday problems of stress and
coping with changes in life
situations.
Out-patient counseling is
available from 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
I: mergency situations are
handled by Crisis Intervention,a
24-hour service of the center.
Cost is on asliding scale basis
depending upon income and
number of dependents. Welfare,
insurance, and other methods of
payment are accepted.
I- or more information,
students may call 6%-2324 tor
the Student Development
Center; 696-6446 for the psychology clinic; or 525-7851 for
the Mental Health Center.

Custom imprinted with MU design

Mugs s2°0 Steins s249

Center Multi-purpose Room
Tuesday night.
Faculty, students and alumni
watched with staring eyes and
open mouths as David Frye,
comedian and impersonator,
performed more than 25 impersonations.
Among his repertoire were
impersonations of Jimmy Carter,
George Wallace, Gregory Peck,
Maude, Howard Cosell and
Richard Burton.
Afilm of former President
Richard Nixon and his associates
was shown, while Frye sang "I
Did It My Way," mimicking
N1xon's voice.
Frye. from a family of nine
children, said he had always had a
complex about being short, so he
escaped by doing impressions.
How many people know what
EEO is? According to Frye it's an
embarrassing ear odor.
"We imitate the peopie in fun,"
Frye said. "I think we've got a

of our country.
Frye received astanding ovation for his performance. "I
thought the audience was very,
very fine," Frye said. "I tried
some new things that went well.''
Most students said they were
impressed by Frye.
Brent Wilson, Spencer junior,
said, "His impression, were
terrific and Ilike his new way of
spelling relief." Berna Burcham,
Pt. Pleasant junior, said, "I
thought it was really good and an
exhilarating way to start
Homecoming.''
Tommy O'Meara, Long
Island, N. Y., freshman, said, "I
thought it was very good. He
went through politics and then
explained himself at the end."
John Curtis, Proctorville,
Ohio, freshman, said, "It was all1
right. Ididn't laugh that much.;
Frye will be performing next
week at a series of concerts in
Pittsburgh and New England.

.MiniClassified
Ads
( JOBS )

~~:. ~~ ,;:'\'!~•~~:: :",.; (NOTICES)

ava,lable th,s fall. If you have one or two days
free from cla'5es please apply for part-time job
openings. Manpower Temporary Services,421
6th Street. 529-3031.
PART-TIME nt3ht auditor for Sat. &Sun.
n, 1hts 11-7 Applyin per,on Ramada Inn, US52
,11 DeltaLane,South Point, Ohio.
HELP WANTED iFullorparl•t1meford,,ysor
~wrnnJs. Apply in person. JAX Roast Beer
2600 5th Ave.
PART-TIME cook. Apply in person. P1zz.,
Hut, 2206 Fifth Ave.

(FOR SALE)
Auto

SLIGHTLY USED 1969 BMW 2002. 85,000
lllJl~s Needs tires, paint and lovm9 owner 529.
3953 after 5p.m.

Merchandise

fOR SALE : 2yr old Ma~navox Console
Stereo with 8-track and AM FM rdd10, $100.
Plus ddrk pine early American dmm9 room 1,u1te
1c.1ble,6chd1rs, 2leaves and china cabinet. Used
1w1ce. $1,050. Call 736-8150. Friday no calls
c.1fler 4p.m.

Musical

CRY-BABY "wahwah" pedal for guitar. Good
,Js new $40. Also stretch chords, $2 atpc, Call
Jo• 529•2861

Hobby &Crafts

fUU LINE CRAFT supphesmacrame cord,. beads. books, ru:i,_hookmg kits.The Craft
Center 1212 Fourth Ave. 523-4872. Join our

i.vorkshops.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH

InstruCtiOn
RIDING LESSONS J1ven at River Bend
f•rm. Blue Sulphur Road. Ona,WVa.Horses
also boarded C,11 136-7159 after 5p.m. for
mformcll10n

Rides/Riders
NEEDED RIDERS or car pool from Chas to
M.U.Mon.thru Fn. Car. 925 2808 alter 6pm.

Miscellaneous

ABORTION hnest mechc..,I ,..dre available
Gt.-neraldnathe~1a lnnec'kllc appts 93.m.-9
pm Toll free '•800·438·8113.
ROOMMATE NEEDED : Mae i,aduate
student seekm3SC1meone•oshare moderntw1 ►
bedroom apartment $95 per month. C,11.John
696 2355 ...ve,.,kd.:iy c1fter"OOrs.
FOR RENT : Furnished seepieg 'OOm ,.,th
pnv.11e bat andentenrce. Pea Ridgearea.$90
per mcnth. Preler ferrale Phone 736-4186

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Jcnry We Ilove yo~.

(SERVICES)
Office Equipment

DRIVE ALITTLE ,,nd save alot Kinstler
St wet, Ke"Ova.453•2608.We sell the b<'st and

Business M,ichmes (typt>wnh~rs) ~3 15th
~rvice the rest

Hair Styling

Ll:.T ME GIVI:. your '1air professional core
r d httlt." bit less TereSd G U1 dr: H~ur
F.1<1ory, 624 Nini~ St 522 9192

ALL SUBJECTS

Fast, professional, and proven
quality. Choose from our library of
7,000 topics. Send $1.00 for the
current edition of our 220 page
mall order catalog.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE

11322 IDAHO AVE.. No. 206-E
LOS ANGELES , CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers a1e sold for
research purposes only.
Be our exclusive rep on your
campus -ALL BRANDS
1
rush my catalog.
C
WRITE
I Please
Enclosed is $1.
I
Name
325
Pncack
A1191M
I Address
I AtlWnllnwl otgtDllt Mini
t T-hl!I.NN Jllley 07675
Muzyka (201) 666-88611
I City
I
tsta,_;:te:.::::::::=:: Zip

------------- l SELLAUDIOHI-Fl EQUIPMENT
OUTLET

l ---------1
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All Justices of the Student Court
meet in the Student Government
Room 4:00 Thursday for election
of officers

